
Dear Judges, 

McClatchy’s reporting first exposed and then detailed multiple efforts by the CIA and White 
House to thwart the Senate Intelligence Committee’s investigation into the agency’s use of 
torture, including CIA intrusions into the committee’s computers, in the most serious clash over 
congressional oversight of intelligence operations in decades. 

McClatchy's reporting compelled Senate Intelligence Committee Chairman Dianne Feinstein, D-
Calif., to confirm on the Senate floor the unprecedented CIA monitoring - which she called 
potential violations of the law and the Constitution - and the extraordinary closed-door battle 
between the agency and its congressional overseers over the torture report.  Eventually, CIA 
Director John Brennan acknowledged the monitoring and apologized to the committee in a 
closed meeting, which McClatchy also was the first to report. 

Other McClatchy exclusive reports revealed the startling, top-secret conclusions of the 
committee's five-year, $40 million investigation eight months before the public release of the 
report's declassified executive summary. Other stories suggested collusion between the CIA 
and the Obama administration, which withheld more than 9,000 top-secret documents from 
Senate investigators. McClatchy was the first news organization to report on the key role played 
by the White House in the tug-of-war over how much of the declassified executive summary 
should be made public. 

McClatchy dug deeper, exposing flaws in the Intelligence Community's whistleblowing system 
that potentially discouraged CIA officers from speaking out on the torture program. Finally, 
McClatchy disclosed the CIA's interception of electronic communications to Congress about 
alleged whistleblower retaliation related to the torture report. The story compelled Director of 
National Intelligence James Clapper to end months of silence and explain the interception to 
Congress. 

McClatchy's scoops were the result of "shoe-leather" investigative reporting. McClatchy 
reporters turned up at officials' homes on weekends and waited for hours outside front doors in 
the snowy cold. McClatchy reporters also spent months dogging senators through the halls of 
Congress, waiting outside their offices and hearing rooms, and pressing CIA officials to disclose 
details of the conflict with Congress. 

The main obstacle to McClatchy’s reporting was the intense secrecy that the committee, the CIA 
and the White House strived to maintain amid a rigorous government crackdown on leaks in the 
wake of the Snowden and Wikileaks scandals. As a measure of the prevailing atmosphere, 
McClatchy’s disclosure of the classified conclusions of the torture investigation prompted 
Feinstein to demand a Justice Department leak investigation. 

Ali Watkins, then a Temple University senior interning at the McClatchy Washington Bureau, 
picked up the first hints of serious tensions between the CIA and the committee in late 2013 
from sources she’d developed while covering hearings on the National Security Agency. 

 



 

Watkins, who was later hired, began staking out the committee’s bi-weekly closed-door 
business meetings. She was often the only reporter there as many veteran journalists saw little 
value in spending hours outside the committee’s high-security offices in the Hart Senate Office 
Building. 

Watkins’ persistence paid off. She was the only reporter present when the panel held an 
emergency closed-door meeting – hours before President Barack Obama’s 2014 State of the 
Union Address – at which CIA Director John Brennan denied that the agency had monitored the 
committee’s computers and then accused staff members of removing classified documents from 
a top-secret CIA facility without authorization.  

At that time, however, Watkins had only crumbs of information. She brought her leads to Senior 
National Security Correspondent Jonathan S. Landay, who started canvassing national security 
sources he’d developed during nearly 20 years covering the intelligence, defense and 
diplomatic beats. 

As the pair learned more about what one source called an unprecedented intelligence scandal, 
Washington Bureau Chief James Asher decided that more firepower was required. So Asher 
brought in Marisa Taylor, an investigative reporter who’d developed sources while chronicling 
whistleblowing in defense and intelligence agencies. 

Taylor plumbed her sources while Watkins and Landay visited the homes of lawmakers and 
other officials at nights and on weekends, sometimes spending several hours outside in the 
January and February cold. Most of the stakeouts ended with little accomplished. 

Finally, however, the trio felt confident enough to break the initial report on March 4 despite 
warnings from U.S. intelligence officials that they had the story wrong. Some of those same U.S. 
intelligence officials then sought to plant misleading and inaccurate information on McClatchy 
for subsequent stories, including the notion that committee staffers “hacked” into a CIA data 
base, an erroneous allegation that nevertheless was reported by one of the nation’s leading 
newspapers.  

McClatchy’s reporters continued relentlessly pursuing the story, keeping pressure on lawmakers 
and officials to disclose information to the public that they’d sought to suppress. 

The CIA inspector general later concluded that CIA employees had improperly monitored 
Senate staff, including by conducting keyword searches of staffers’ emails. The inspector 
general also criticized three CIA information technology specialists for showing “a lack of 
candor” in interviews with his office. 

The conclusion prompted bipartisan outrage and calls for spy chief Brennan to resign. A CIA 
panel, however, disagreed with the findings and recommended that none of the agency’s 
employees be punished.  

- James Asher, McClatchy Washington Bureau Chief 


